FULL STACK DEVELOPER

THE COMPANY

YOUR ROLE

Simply Jet is a fast-growing on-

You will be the accountable person for

demand private jet charter brokerage

the general software architecture and

company based in Lausanne. We are

more specifically the development of

convinced that the human factor is

the back-end and front-end of the

the key to success and are proud of

infrastructure of our website. We are

the strong team we have put together.

looking for someone that is creative

It is particularly important to us that

and business solutions-oriented. At

everyone can express themselves and

first, we will be entrusting you with a

bring their own ideas.

series of key projects that need to be
implemented quickly. We then expect

THE POSITION
The back-end and front-end

you to help us identify the future IT
needs of the business to accelerate the
company’s growth and efficiency.

development: architecture,
development, and maintenance of our
public-facing website, as well as the
custom, developed CRM, strongly
integrated with the customer-facing
website and external systems.

PLACE OF WORK
You will be based in Lausanne.

THE DESIRED PROFILE
Experience:
4+ years of hands-on experience with the
development of software solutions based on
the Python language and the Django
framework- Experience developing and
consuming REST-based APIs.
Proven experience in the development of
html5, css3 and JavaScript front-end
solutions.

Values that matter to us

Experience with deploying and leveraging

Such as expertise,

containerized (docker) software solutions

tradition and exclusivity
dictate the way we

Experience in managing, deploying,

deliver our services on a

hardening, and supervising Linux-based

daily basis.

servers (in managed virtualized or AWS
environments)

As truthful craftsmen of
private aviation, we

Experience in collecting business

shape travels so that

requirements, then planning, executing, and

everything runs

organizing the development and

smoothly, from the

deployment of the requested requirements.

client doorstep to the
end or their destination.

Professional working proficiency in English or
French
Previous experience in the development of a
customized CRM is a plus

CONDITIONS
Start date: as soon as possible
Duration: indefinite
Working time: 50-100% (to be discussed)

+41 414 104 414

hr@simply-jet.ch

